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every variable ours three times are always satis�able (this is an immediateorollary of Hall's Theorem), while it is NP-hard to deide the satis�abilityof 3-SAT instanes in whih every variable ours four times. Results of thistype for k > 3 were obtained by Dubois [5℄ and Kratohv��l, Savik�y and Tuza[7℄, and also in [2℄, [3℄. The approximation hardness of the orrespondingmaximization problem was studied in [2℄, [3℄.The boundary between three ourrenes and four ourrenes of variablesin 3-SAT was further examined by Iwama and Takaki [6℄. Let us write(3; 4(k))-SAT for the set of k-SAT instanes in whih k variables our fourtimes and the remaining variables our three times, and (3; 4(k); n)-SAT forthe set of instanes of (3; 4(k))-SAT with n variables. Thus (3; 4(0))-SAT isthe olletion of 3-SAT instanes in whih every variable ours exatly threetimes. Note that k must be divisible by three, as the total number of literalsis three times the number of lauses. Iwama and Takaki showed that everyinstane of (3; 4(3))-SAT is satis�able, while there are unsatis�able instanesof (3; 4(9))-SAT. They further asked whether there is a onstant k suh that(3; 4(k))-SAT is NP-hard. In this paper, we give a negative answer to thisquestioni (under the P 6= NP assumption) and prove related results.We remark that instead of looking at restritions of 3-SAT, we ould alsoonsider extensions of 2-SAT. This line of investigation has been pursued byseveral authors, inluding Monasson and Zehina [8℄, Monasson, Zehina,Kirkpatrik, Selman and Troyansky [9℄, Anderson [1℄ and Zhao, Deng, Leeand Zhu [11℄.2 ResultsWe begin by answering the question raised by Iwama and Takaki.Theorem 1. Satis�ability of instanes of (3; 4(k); n)-SAT an be determinedin time 2k=3nk=3poly(n).Thus for any �xed k, (3; 4(k); n)-SAT instanes an be solved in polyno-mial time.In order to prove Theorem 1, we shall rely on the fat that satis�ableinstanes of (3; 4(k))-SAT have satisfying assignments with a partiular stru-ture. Let I be a satis�able instane of (3; 4(k))-SAT with lauses C and vari-ables V , and let � be a satisfying assignment. A witness funtion w : C ! Vis a funtion that, for eah C 2 C hooses a variable w(C) suh that the2



orresponding literal in C evaluates to true under �. Thus w(C) is a variablethat \witnesses" the satisfation of C in �. Note that if w is a witness fun-tion and w(C1) = w(C2) = x then x must our as a literal with the samesign in C1 and C2. On the other hand, any funtion satisfying this onditionan be used to �nd a satisfying assignment of �. We shall all suh a funtiononsistentLemma 1. If I = (C; V ) is a satis�able instane of (3; 4(k))-SAT then thereis a satisfying assignment � with a surjetive witness funtion w : C ! V .Proof. Let (�;w) be a satisfying assignment and a witness funtion hosento maximize the size of the image of w. If w is not surjetive then onsiderthe bipartite graph GI with vertex lasses C and V and an edge from C 2 Cto v 2 V if and only if v ours (with either sign) in C. We shall say that anedge vC is used if w(C) = v; otherwise vC is unused.Let U = fv 2 V : jw�1(v)j � 2g be the set of variables that are used aswitnesses by more than one lause. If w is not surjetive then jU j > 0. Letu := Pv2U jw�1(v)j � 2jU j be the number of used edges inident with U .An alternating path in V is a path v1C1v2C2 � � � vk or v1C1v2 � � �Ck for somek � 1 suh that v1 2 U , all edges viCi are used and all edges Civi+1 areunused. We shall show that if w is not surjetive than we an use a suitablealternating path to onstrut a new witness funtion w0 with a larger image.Let U 0 be the set of verties in V nU that our on alternating paths, andlet B � C be the set of lauses that our on alternating paths. Note that ifu 2 U [U 0 and the edge uC is used then it is easy to �nd an alternating paththat ontains C, and so C 2 B. Sine eah lause is inident with exatlyone used edge, and there are u used edges inident with U , we therefore havejBj � u+ jU 0j:On the other hand, eah lause is inident with 2 unused edges, and it is easyto hek that if C 2 B and vC is unused then v 2 U [ U 0. Thus there are atleast 2jBj unused edges inident with U [U 0. Now if every vertex of U [U 0 isin the image of w, then sine the verties of U [U 0 are inident with u+ jU 0jused edges, and at most k verties have degree 4, it follows that the numberof unused edges inident with U [ U 0 is at most3(jU j+ jU 0j) + k � (u+ jU 0j) = 3jU j+ 2jU 0j+ k � u:Sine this is at least 2jBj, it follows that2(u + jU 0j) � 3jU j+ 2jU 0j+ k � u;3



and so u � jU j+ k=3: (1)On the other hand, sine w is not surjetive, let U 00 = Im(w) n U . ThenjU j+ jU 00j � jV j � 1;while as every vertex of U 00 is inident with one used edge, and there arejV j+ k=3 used edges, we haveu+ jU 00j = jV j+ k=3:Therefore u = jV j+ k=3 � jU 00j � jU j+ k=3 + 1;whih ontradits (1).It follows that there is some vertex u 2 U 0 that is not ontained in theimage of w. Let P = v1C1v2 � � � vkCkvk+1 be a shortest alternating path fromU to u: note that v1 is in U , but vi 62 U for i > 1. Exhanging used andunused edges in P , we obtain a onsistent witness funtion w0 with a largerimage than w. This ontradits the maximality of the image of w, and wetherefore dedue that w is surjetive.We an now prove Theorem 1.Proof of Theorem 1. If I is satis�able then there are a satisfying assignment� and a surjetive witness funtion w for �. Sine there are n+ k=3 lauses,and n variables, it follows that at most k=3 variables are overed more thanone by w. We an therefore searh for suh a w by expliitly examiningevery set of bk=3 variables and every assignment of those variables, andthen heking for a mathing from the remaining unsatis�ed lauses to theremaining unassigned variables.We have now shown that for any onstant, (3; 4(k))-SAT instanes an besolved in polynomial time. What if we allow more than four ourrenes ofsome variables? The following theorem shows that is we allow an unboundednumber of ourrenes of even one variable, then the problem beomes NP-hard.Theorem 2. The restrition of 3-SAT to the set of instanes in whih allbut one variable our exatly three times is NP-hard.4



We shall prove Theorem 2 by redution from another problem. Let us�rst de�ne (O3; L � 3)-SAT to be the set of instanes of satis�ability inwhih every variable ours three times and every lause has length at most3. This problem is NP-hard, as was shown by Tovey [10℄. We give a prooffor ompleteness.Theorem 3. Determining the satis�ability of instanes of (O3; L � 3)-SATis NP-hard.Proof. We give a redution from 3-SAT due to Tovey [10℄. Given an instaneof 3-SAT, we run through its variables in turn, modifying the instane asfollows. If a variable x ours at most three times we do nothing. If xours d > 3 times, we introdue new variables x1; : : : ; xd and 2-lausesx1 _ :x2; : : : ; xd�1 _ :xd; xd _ :x1. We then replae the d ourrenes of xby x1; : : : ; xd in turn and remove x. It is easily heked that this preservessatis�ability/unsatis�ability, and when we have dealt with all the variableswe have an equivalent instane of (O3; L � 3)-SAT.Note that a typial variable in the instane onstruted above will belongto two lauses of length 2. We sketh a slightlymore ompliated onstrutionthat allows us to insist that every variable belongs to at most one lause oflength three. Given an instane of 3-SAT, we �rst perform the onstrutionin the proof above to obtain an instane I of (O3; L � 3)-SAT. We introduenew variables ai; bi; : : :, i = 1; 2; 3. We build a new instane as follows: takethe lause :a1 _:a2_:a3, and for eah i add the following hain of lauses:ai bi iai :bibi :i di:di ei:di :ei fi: : :For eah i, take a opy Ii of I (on a new set of variables), and extend all ofits 2-lauses to 3-lauses by adding the negation of some variable that ourstwie in the orresponding hain (ie one of f:i;:ei; : : :g). This gives therequired instane. Note that in any satisfying assignment of the resultinginstane, one of the variables ai must be false, and so the variables i; ei; : : :must be true, whih means that Ii (and hene I) is satis�able. On the otherhand, if I is satis�able, then the new instane is easily seen to be satis�able.We now return to the proof of Theorem 2.5



Proof. We give a redution from (O3; L � 3)-SAT. Let I be an instane of(O3; L � 3)-SAT. We take two opies I1; I2 of I (on disjoint sets of variables)and a new variable x. We onstrut an instane of 3-SAT by adding x toevery 2-lause in I1 and :x to every 2-lause in I2. The resulting instane islearly equivalent to I.3 ConlusionWe have given a polynomial time algorithm for instanes of 3-SAT in whiha onstant number of variables our four times and the remainder ourthree times. What happens if we allow the number of variables ourringfour times to grow slowly?Problem. Is there a funtion f(n) that tends to 1 as n!1 suh that thesatis�ability of instanes of (3; 4(f(n)); n)-SAT is solvable in polynomial time?(We assume here that f(n) is a multiple of three, to exlude trivial ases.)We onjeture that for suÆiently slow-growing f the problem an besolved in polynomial time.Referenes[1℄ W. Anderson, Solving problems in �nite time, Nature 400 (1999), 115{116[2℄ P. Berman, M. Karpinski and A. D. Sott, Approximation Hardness andSatis�ability of Bounded Ourrene Instanes of SAT, ECCC TR03-022(2003), submitted for publiation[3℄ P. Berman, M. Karpinski and A. D. Sott, Approximation Hardness ofShort Symmetri Instanes of MAX-3SAT. ECCC TR03-049 (2003).[4℄ S. C. Cook, The omplexity of theorem-proving proedures, Pro. 3rdACM STOC, 151-158, 1971[5℄ O. Dubois, On the r; s-SAT satis�ability problem and a onjeture ofTovey, Disrete Applied Math. 26 (1990), 51{606
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